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How to Encourage Deep Mathematical Thinking in ALL pupils



Our 
MNP 
Journey

SLT attend Maths No-Problem! conference May 2015

3-day training July 2015

Y1 staff 3-day training in September 2015 

Introduction into Y1 in October 2015

Whole school INSET September 2016

Introduction whole school September 2016

Became an accredited school Summer term 2017

Regularly host open days and collaborate with schools both formally 
and informally on their own MNP journey



Aims 
The national curriculum for mathematics aims to ensure that all pupils: 
§ become fluent in the fundamentals of mathematics, including through varied 
and frequent practice with increasingly complex problems over time, so that pupils 
develop conceptual understanding and the ability to recall and apply knowledge 
rapidly and accurately. 
§ reason mathematically by following a line of enquiry, conjecturing 
relationships and generalisations, and developing an argument, justification or 
proof using mathematical language 
§ can solve problems by applying their mathematics to a variety of routine and 
non- routine problems with increasing sophistication, including breaking down 
problems into a series of simpler steps and persevering in seeking solutions. 



Mathematics is an interconnected subject in which pupils need to be able to move 
fluently between representations of mathematical ideas. The programmes of study 
are, by necessity, organised into apparently distinct domains, but pupils should make 
rich connections across mathematical ideas to develop fluency, mathematical 
reasoning and competence in solving increasingly sophisticated problems. They 
should also apply their mathematical knowledge to science and other subjects. 

The expectation is that the majority of pupils will move through the programmes of 
study at broadly the same pace. However, decisions about when to progress should 
always be based on the security of pupils’ understanding and their readiness to 
progress to the next stage. Pupils who grasp concepts rapidly should be challenged 
through being offered rich and sophisticated problems before any acceleration 
through new content. Those who are not sufficiently fluent with earlier material should 
consolidate their understanding, including through additional practice, before moving 
on. 
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“There is no such thing as Singapore maths 
– it’s just good maths teaching.”

It was from then on, more so than every before, our journey of research-led pedagogy began.



The expectation is that the majority of pupils will move through the 
programmes of study at broadly the same pace. 

“Teachers are the most important resources for students. They are the 
ones who can create exciting mathematics environments, give students the 
positive messages they need, and take any math task and make it one that 
piques students’ curiosity and interest. Studies have shown that the teacher 
has a greater impact on student learning than any other variable.”

“But there is another critical part of the mathematics learning experience – in 
many ways, it is teacher’s best friend – and that is the curriculum teachers get to 
work with, the tasks and questions through which the students learn mathematics.  
All teachers know that great mathematics tasks are a great resource. They can be 
the difference between happy, inspired students and disengaged and demotivated 
students. The tasks and questions used help develop mathematical mindsets and 
create conditions for deep, connected learning.”



The expectation is that the majority of pupils will move through the programmes of 
study at broadly the same pace. 

“… at any one time, a teacher will probably be facing a class which about 20 percent of 
the students already know what the teacher is trying to teach them, about 50 percent 
know something about what the teacher is trying to teach them, and about 20 percent 
have little or no idea about the topic.” 

“Acknowledging the extraordinary difficulties involved [in effective teaching]”



Ø Lesson study in school e.gY2/Y3/Y4 & Y4/Y5/Y6
Ø Lesson study with other schools Y1(same year band)
Ø Collaborative CPD with cluster schools
Ø Support from local MathsHUB
Ø Supportive SLT who actually were teaching this way themselves (learning 

together)
Ø Expertise of senior Lancashire Mathematics Consultant

Support systems used to prepare, support and develop staff:
(Prior to accredited school programme)



How to Encourage Deep Mathematical Thinking in ALL pupils

Working with teachers to change their mindset so that they
really believe :

Ø That children may have less knowledge but doesn’t mean they 
can’t accelerate given they receive high level teaching and 
support.

Ø Learning is hampered by messages children receive about their 
potential. (Praise the work; not the child)

Ø Every time a child makes a mistake in maths, they grow a 
synapse. 

Ø Celebrating conceptual mistakes creates a classroom climate 
that helps everyone

Ø Children explaining their work, even if their answer is correct, is 
central to the discipline of mathematics. 

An ETHOS, 
not a poster
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Working with teachers to change so that they employ equitable 
strategies:

Ø Broaden number of students who are given high level opportunities
Ø Change ideas about who can achieve
Ø Think deeply, not procedurally. Esp. girls
Ø Teach students to work together. Understand the pitfalls!
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Children know how to be successful:

Ø Asking good questions 
Ø Rephrasing problems
Ø Explaining
Ø Using logic
Ø Justifying methods
Ø Using manipulatives
Ø Connecting Ideas
Ø Helping others

More children successful 
because there are more ways 
to be successful!

Success not dependent on 
executing procedures 
correctly!



Differentiation
D1

For struggling learners, suggest 
they use a bar model structure to 
show the information and provide 
concrete materials if they need 
them. Ask them questions to help 
identify the key information.
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DrYeap Ban Har

Solve 1 problem 5 different ways rather than solving 5 different 
problems.

DAILY…
Ø Exploration
Ø Concrete experience 
Ø Visuals
Ø Collaboration
Ø Processing time
Ø Talk
Ø Focus on relational understanding SKEMP

Equity of access to excellence

“… mathematicians prove theories through mathematical 
reasoning. They need to produce arguments that convince other 
mathematicians by carefully reasoning their way from one idea 
to another, using logical connections.”
Jo Boaler
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DrYeap Ban Har

Journaling:

Investigative - tasks that involve exploring the concept in a new way (variation) by 
solving a related problem and making connections to prior learning
Descriptive - Tasks which involve describing or explaining the concept or a new piece 
of mathematical vocabulary
Evaluative - Tasks which involve selecting and justifying the most efficient method for 
them; proving why they think an answer is right or wrong
Creative - Tasks where children write their own word problem or create their own 
number puzzle. 

Ø Reflective
Ø Descriptive linked to SAT questions

Can happen everyday but doesn’t have to.

Future developments for my school:
Ø Convince yourself
Ø Convince a friend
Ø Convince a skeptic

Really good examples
@threebridgessch
@doctalkteach



Descriptive Evaluative



Reflective



Investigative



Descriptive
SAT  style
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Carol Ann Tomlinson

All work together but with support systems in place

‘Teaching up’ to maximise student growth

Same route but off ramps:
• Parallel tasks
• Small group instructions
• Mini workshops

Anxiety Boredom

When too little 
is expected

Both interfere 
with learning

When too much 
is expected
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Assesment, Marking & Feedback
Daisy Christodoulou, Dylan Willingham

Ø If you priced teachers time, we spend about 2½ billion pounds a year 
on feedback and it has almost no effect on student achievement (DW)

Ø Teachers spend at least twice as much time planning teaching as they 
do marking (DW)

Ø Knowing that feedback and marking are not the same thing (DC)
Ø Improve the child, not the work (DW)
Ø WBs DO NOT go home with staff!
Ø One Page Marking Poformas (DC)

Responsive teaching
…real time moments that are happening live in the classroom that matter so 
much in terms of anticipating, avoiding, correcting misconceptions, keeping pupils 
on track, making sure they’re always understanding what’s happening. (DC)



Example 
planning



What are the common misconceptions/ Were there any mistakes made by lots 
of pupils? How could this inform my next lesson?

Which pupils struggled in other ways?

Which children produced excellent work that could be shared with the class 
next lesson? Are there any mistakes to be celebrated with everyone?

One page marking 
proformas
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Memory and Recall
Paul A Kirschner and Yana Weinstein

Barak Rosenshine
10 Principles of instruction

“Understanding is memory in disguise.”
Dan Willingham



Reviewing Material

Questioning

Sequencing concepts and modelling

Stages of practice

Exploring Barak Rosenshine’s seminal Principles of 
Instruction: Why it is THE must-read for all teachers.
Tom Sherrington: Teacherhead blog
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Classroom Talk and Questioning
Doug Lemov & Martin Robinson

“Effective classroom talk is highly contingent on a range of factors that 
have to do with a positive classroom atmosphere and strong relationships 
between all participants… fostering that climate of supportive and 
purposeful talk is at the heart of all good teaching.”
Carl Hendrick

… Improving questioning style: (DL)
Ø Be clear about the means of participation
Ø Prepare key questions in advance
Ø Remember the importance of retrieval practice

Rich and rewarding conversations followed by journaling
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“Acknowledge the enormous difficulties involved in effective teaching.”

Provide enthusiastic institutional support!!!

Students live their lives in classrooms within the context of three different, but 
interacting, worlds…
Ø The public world the teacher sees and manages
Ø The semi-private world of ongoing peer relationships
Ø The private world of the child’s own mind

..teacher to become more involved in the peer culture and subtly work with it 
to manage each student’s learning opportunities… create a powerful 
classroom culture that overrides the natural per culture (attitudes and 
beliefs/ learning community)
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Don’t forget EYFS!
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